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HYPERCENTRAL RESIDUALS OF A JOIN

OF SUBNORMAL SUBGROUPS

JENNIFER WHITEHEAD

Abstract. It is proved that the hypercentral residual of a group of finite rank,

generated by two subnormal subgroups, is the join of the hypercentral residuals of

the generating subnormal subgroups. The theorem is subject to the condition that,

when factored by their hypercentral residuals, these groups are hypercentral.

1. Introduction. Let G be a group, and ï a class of groups. The H-residual of G is

defined to be the intersection of all normal subgroups of G whose factor groups are

ï-groups. If 3£ is the class of hypercentral groups, we shall denote the hypercentral

residual of G by G*.

Recall that a group has finite rank r ii every finitely generated subgroup of G can

be generated by r elements, and r is the smallest integer with this property. Since

locally nilpotent groups of finite rank are hypercentral [6, Part 2, p. 38], for a group

G of finite rank, the hypercentral residual G* and the locally nilpotent residual

coincide. We now state:

Theorem. Let G be a group generated by two subnormal subgroups H and K of finite

rank. IfH/H* and K/K* are hypercentral then G* = (//*, K*) = H*K* and G/G*

is hypercentral of finite rank.

For locally nilpotent residuals, this was established in [9] for the class of locally

finite groups. Wielandt [10] originally obtained these results for nilpotent residuals

of groups having a composition series, and Stonehewer [8] obtained a generalization

to groups of finite rank. Stronger results concerning the lower central series of a

group have recently been obtained in [4].

2. Notation and preliminary results. If $ and 2J are classes of groups, then £2J

denotes the class of groups with a normal subgroup N such that N E £ and

G/N E 3J. Then X" denotes the class of groups with an X-series of length n. We

denote the class of locally nilpotent groups by L9Í, and the class of abelian groups

by 91. If H is a subgroup of G, we define H0 — G and inductively Hi+X = HH> for

/ > 0. H¡ is called the z'th normal closure of H in G. If H is subnormal in G we write

HsnG; and if the index of subnormality is at most n, then we write H <¡" G. Hence

H <" G if and only if H = H„. For a group G we write fr(G) to denote the r th term

of the upper central series of G.
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The following result on the hypercentral residual of a group G is clear.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that 0 is a homomorphism of a group G and that G/G* is

hypercentral. Then (GO)* = (G*)6 and G6/(G6)* is hypercentral.

Henceforth, let G, H, K be as in the theorem. Let B = (H*, K*) and A = G*;

thenB<A.

Lemma 2.2. With the hypotheses as in the theorem, if BÄ = A then A = B.

Proof. Since the class of groups of finite rank forms a subnormal coalition class

[1], B is subnormal in G and G has finite rank.

Let L = (H, B), then L sn G and we may suppose that

L = Lr<¡ Lr_,<■••< L, < G

is the normal closure series of L in G. We show by induction that A<Lt,Ki<r.

Now G/Lx = LXK/LX s K/K n L, G LSfl. By definition of A we have A < Lx.

Suppose by induction that A *£ L¡_x. Let M — A D L, and N = MK; then since Li

centralizes A/M, Li normalizes TV and centralizes A/N. Thus N < (L¡, K)= G and

Lf = Lx centralizes A/N. Since A < Lx, it follows that .«4/TV is abelian and since

£ < TV we have TV = A by hypothesis. Thus M <¡ A < (Ai, ÄT> and AT* < M n AT.

Applying [7, Lemma 1] there exists a positive integer í such that A/M E (¿9^)21+

Since a perfect hypercentral group is trivial by Griin's lemma (see [3, Vol. II, p.

227]), and B *s M, we obtain M = A and A < L,, whence ̂ 4 < L.

Let B = B„<3 B„_x < • • • < 5, < L be the normal closure series of B in L.

Then Bx = BL *z A and L/Bx G L9Î whence ̂ 4/5, G LSSl. By hypothesis ,4 = Bx.

Again by [7], there exists a positive integer / such that A/B2 E LSSl%' and so

B2 — A = £,. Since 5 sn A we obtain 5 = A as required.

3. Proof of the theorem. As in Lemma 2.2, BsnG and G has finite rank. Then

G/A is generated by the subnormal locally nilpotent subgroups HA/A, KA/A and

hence is locally nilpotent [6, Part 2, p. 57]. Since G has finite rank, G/A has finite

rank and hence is hypercentral. It is now sufficient to show that A = B for by [9,

Theorem C] this implies .4 = B = H*K*.

By Lemma 2.2 A'B < A and by Lemma 2.1 we may factor G by A' and assume A

is abelian. Let C = CG(A), the centralizer of A in G; then C is hypercentral since

G/A is hypercentral. By [9] (CH)* — H* and (CK)* = K* whence we may assume

that C < H n K. Let G0 be the split extension of A by G/C generated by the split

extensions of A by H/C and A by K/C, respectively named H0 and K0. Then i/0

and AT0 are subnormal subgroups of G0 and G$ = A, H£ = H* and K£ = K*. It is

therefore sufficient to prove the theorem for G0, H0 and KQ in place of G, H and K.

Following the proof of Theorem B of [8], there exists a subgroup X, B < X < A,

such that A/X is a /»-group for some prime p. Without loss of generality we may

assume Corec X = 1. Let y be an element of prime order q in A where ^ is a prime,

# ¥^p. Then there exists g G G such that y G A'*. Since A/Xs =A/X, a /»-group,
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this contradiction implies that the torsion subgroup T of A is a /»-group. Thus there

exists a finite series of normal subgroups in G,

1 =A0< Ax < •• • < As = A,

where each factor is either a torsion-free abelian group of finite rank, a finite

elementary abelian /»-group or a direct product of finitely many groups of type p°°.

Then by [6, Part 1, p. 78] G/^4 is soluble and by Mal'cev's structure theorem for

soluble linear groups G has a normal subgroup TV, of finite index, containing A such

that [A,rN'\ — 1 for some integer r. Since G/A is hypercentral, this implies that TV'

is hypercentral. By [9] (N'H)* — H* and (N'K)* — K* and we may assume that

TV' <H D K. Since H n K < NG(B), the above argument and the fact that B is

core-free implies that B[A, TV'] < A. Therefore we may factor by [A, TV'] according

to Lemma 2.1, and assume [A, TV'] = 1. Since A = CC(A), we obtain TV' *£, A and

G/A is abelian-by-finite. A similar argument enables us to assume that every normal

nilpotent subgroup of G is contained in A. We therefore conclude that A = F(G)

where F(G) denotes the Fitting subgroup of G.

We recall that the torsion subgroup T of A is Cernikov and that G splits over A.

Thus there exists a hypercentral subgroup S of G such that G = 5^4 and S C\ A = 1.

Since A « H n K it follows that H = A(H D 5) and K = A(K n 5). Since 5, =

(H il S, AT n 5>< 5 and 5, complements A in G we obtain 5 = 5,.

We now consider two cases.

Case 1. BT = A. Let Z/A = f,(G/i4); then Z < NG(H) n //C(A"). Since //* and

AT* are characteristic in H and AT respectively Z < NG(H*) n NG(K*). Therefore Z

normalizes 5. If CG(T) ¥= A then CG(r)nZ^/l (see [6, Part 1, p. 48]). Let

z E (Z n Cc(r)) \A, then [^, z] = [BT, z] = [5, 2] < B. Since [^, z] <3 G and B

is core-free we obtain z E A. This contradiction implies that CG(T) — A. Since

A = F(G) and G/F(G) is residually finite [5, Theorem B], it follows that G/A

contains no nontrivial radicable subgroups. Thus if P/A is the torsion subgroup of

N/A, P/A is Cernikov since T is Cernikov [6, Part 1, Theorem 3.29] and by the

above, P/A is finite. Let | P/A \= n; then L/A = (N/A)" is a torsion-free char-

acteristic subgroup of N/A and | G: L\< 00. It follows from [6, Part 2, Lemma

6.37] that L/A < Z/A. Therefore L < NG(B) and | G : NG(B) |< 00. Since A/B is a

/»-group and B is core-free, A is a /»-group and A E Min. If A is finite then G is finite

and the theorem is true by [10]. Thus we assume A is infinite.

Let {a,, a2,.. .,a,} be any finite set of elements of A. By the structure of groups

satisfying the minimal condition, for each / there are only finitely many elements of

A with order equal to that of at. Therefore | G: CG(a¡) |< 00, 1 < / < t, and

A = (ax,...,al)c is a finite normal subgroup of G contained in A. Consider the

group SA generated by subnormal subgroups (H n S)A and (K n S)A. Then SA

satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem and the hypercentral residual is finite. By the

above and [10], (SÂ)*_= (H n S)*(K n_S)* < B. Moreover, (5/4)* is normalized

by 5 and A and so (SA)* < G. Thus (SA)* = 1 and SA is hypercentral. We deduce

that SA is locally nilpotent and therefore G is hypercentral. The theorem is thus true

in this case.
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Case 2. BT < A. Without loss of generality we may factor G by T to assume A is

torsion-free. Furthermore, by [6, Part 1, p. 157] we may assume that N/A is free

abelian-by-finite. Then there exists V < TV such that A < V, V/A is torsion-free and

| G: V\< oo. Since | G: Corec(F)|< oo we may assume V/A < G/A. It follows

then by [6, Part 2, Lemma 6.37] that V/A < SX(G/A) = Z/A. Hence V < Z =£ NG(B)

and as in Case 1, | G : NG(B) |< oo and G/A is nilpotent.

Let U = (H n N, K D N); then Í//.B is generated by two normal hypercentral

subgroups and hence is hypercentral. Since | G : NG(B) |< oo, U/CoreG(B) is hyper-

central and since B is core-free, U is hypercentral. But U is torsion-free and hence

nilpotent by [6, Part 2, p. 38], and since A = F(G), U^A. Since U^A then

H n TV = A and H/A is finite. Similarly K/A is finite which implies G/A is finite

and | G : CG( X) | < oo. Thus /I satisfies the minimal condition and hence A = 1 since

A is torsion free.
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